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Most marketing books are irrelevant for Fashion Retailers, but not this one.
REVOGUE is the perfect playbook for anyone who’s ever dreamed of making it
big in Fashion in the age of Social Media.
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What is REVOGUE?

Want to build a successful online fashion business? Then it’s time to be a REVOGUE.
REVOGUE is a smarter, faster and better way to build a great online fashion
business. REVOGUE is about doing less and simplifying e-commerce without
forgetting the golden rules of fashion.
REVOGUE is taking the right steps at the right time. REVOGUE starts with
streamlining the business at ground level. It’s about being consistent and laser
focussed. Being REVOGUE begins with mastering your core category instead of
trying to sell everything. REVOGUE empowers you to compete with the biggest
brands out there and build a loyal and growing customer base.
REVOGUE is manufacturing locally and using ‘local’ as an advantage. REVOGUE is
about connecting with your customers at an emotional level and building trust before
showing them ‘Add to Cart’ button. REVOGUE is about converting more and more
visitors into long-term customers. It’s about selling, tweaking, and constantly
innovating.
Being REVOGUE delivers just what your customers want and eliminates anything
they don’t. It gets you there faster.
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About Me & I Love Fashion Retail

Hi there! My name is Pulkit Rastogi. Apart from being CEO at I Love Fashion Retail,
I am Business Consultant, Writer, Internet Marketer, Educator and Researcher (no
particular order there). My write-ups can be seen on Forbes & Moz. I have spent the
last 10 years of my life providing consultancy to E-commerce businesses around the
world. From all the industries that I have worked in, Fashion E-commerce has been
the one that has always excited me the most.
I LOVE FASHION RETAIL is a result of my experience working with some
successful and some not-so-successful Online Fashion Labels.
We design, build & market global fashion brands. Our services range from Web
Development, Social Media Management, Brand Identity and Content Production.
The best way to connect with me is by email at pulkit@ilovefashionretail.co or you
can also tweet @
 ilovefashionret.
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Struggle

It’s a weird time to be in an Ecommerce business. With tools such as Shopify, Lumi,
Shippo, AWS, Instagram, Facebook ads, etc, building an online store couldn’t get
easier. Yet we come across dozens of businesses every month who have invested
thousands of dollars, if not millions into building and marketing their ecommerce
business with little success. Being a Fashion ecommerce agency serves us with a
unique opportunity to analyze business trends closely and why so many online
fashion retailers struggle and eventually fail.
Online retailers who are suffering from low website conversion rate, if we look at the
problem at the granular level we find that often the problem is at the owner’s mindset
level. To be fair, running any business does require the owner to be so much in love
with their business that it becomes difficult and rather painful for them to look at its
weaknesses.
These businesses seem to be following the trends that started around 15 years ago. I
am talking about the success stories of undifferentiated ecommerce businesses that
sold a similar set of products to customers who were shopping just for the
convenience of being able to order things without stepping outside their home.
For example, you don’t need a degree in MBA to know the value of differentiation
but only a few businesses we come across are differentiated. The obsession and
naiveness which is required to start any business backfires and leads owners into
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starting a company which does nothing better than producing products and services
similar to what’s already out there in the market.
Why do so many businesses postpone differentiation and pay the cost of selling an
undifferentiated brand, products, and services with a failed business?
The truth is that most retailers do start with a clear differentiation in mind but within
few months of starting out they realize that customers don’t care about what they
thought makes them different. By the time they realize, they have already invested so
much time and money that they can’t step back. This causes them an emotional pain
and they try to patch fix the problem by substituting differentiation with price,
quality, inauthentic stories and VVP [vague value propositions].
Having said that, there are also examples of retailers who are making more than a
million dollars in revenue with undifferentiated or mildly differentiated online
fashion stores and multi-brand marketplaces. They have a great looking online store,
they have traffic and also customers placing orders. From the outside, they look
happy and thriving, but inside they are miserable. No matter what they try, they keep
hitting an invisible wall. They are bleeding money. Imagine yourself being in the
shoes of a retailer who has invested 5 years running such a business. It hurts.

The Exceptions
Now let’s talk about the exceptions – the vertically integrated brands that have been
able to successfully leverage technology and marketing opportunities to their
advantage when others failed. We’re talking about brands such as Bonobos, Warby
Parker, Cuyana offered clearly differentiated value – Digitally native Vertical Brands
[DNVB] as Andy Dunn, founder of Bonobos likes to call it.
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What’s common in these brands?
1) These brands solve an unsolved problem that matters to its customers
2) The brands sell ‘strikingly unique’ signature designs that its customers love
3) The product has a high perceived value and presented their products better than
anyone else in that category
4) The products have a high frequency of purchase or high average order value or
both
5) High-Profit margins of 50-70% or more
6) Their customers take so much pride in being a customer that they share it on social
media
If your brand has all these qualities, you stand the best chance for success.
It’s easy to check a business against these 6 parameters when it’s in the ideation stage
in terms of whether to drop or tweak an idea. But it’s not that simple to make
adjustments in a running business. I mean the brands who have been in the business
for last 2 years or more. Can they all of a sudden shift gears and become vertically
integrated? Maybe YES but these decisions are taken at the foundational level of
business on its inception. Of course, you can change your brand communication,
improve your customer service, focus on specific core category and invest in
improving your brand’s perceived value but you can’t pretend to solve a problem. You
can’t produce a market gap and fill it. It has to be there.
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Build a solid core product
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Core product
Core products are central to the company’s performance and make the most money that sustains the business.
Core products are also usually the first products that the company created and sustained itself from its
founding like the Windows Operating system for Microsoft, The Macintosh computer for Apple, Inc., the
Google Search platform for Google, etc. Therefore there is emphasis placed on the profitability of core products
while working on other products hoping that they will become a competency for the company. The products
that make the most profit are usually the core products. Other products that are not considered core products
are called side projects, side products and experimental products.
– W
 ikipedia

To build a sustainable Fashion brand, you need one rock solid product
category and make it the foundation of your brand. Every single day, you
have to strive to be the best in that category.
No matter how big you get or successful you become, you can’t be the market leader
in all the categories of your store. Even Amazon is not the market leader in all the
categories it sells. Then, why is that many retailers try to sell everything. They try to
focus on too many categories and eventually end-up excelling in none of them.
Fashion brands that are successful today, hold tight to one core category and
continuously work on being the best in it. This is their core category.
In e-commerce context, the core category of your store is the most important
category of your website/business. While you may be selling many other categories,
you have to be master of one. You have to be master at making and presenting this
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category. It’s this category for which you have the confidence that you deserve to win
the biggest pie of the market share and you won’t give it away to anyone.
Many start-ups either don’t know what the core of their business is or they lose sight
of it in the changing market situations. They focus on too many categories and lose
focus of their core.

Why many retailers lose focus from their core category?
They lose focus because they are too reactive to the market trends and demands from
their customers. You can’t make a strong & sustainable brand if you’re too vulnerable
and too reactive to the changes & trends happening in the market. Don’t let market
situations dictate your brand’s product decisions.
Because while it’s important that you keep experimenting with new categories on
your website, you should never lose focus of your core category. Just know what the
core product category of your brand and then just stick with it as far as possible.

Benefits of staying focused on your core category:
❖ If you’re the best in a category, you can use it as an advantage to penetrate the
market and build market share for your brand.
❖ Core category helps you be profitable even when other non-core categories
don’t perform.
❖ It makes your brand sustainable as it keeps your brand relevant to your
customers now and forever. Great products never go out of fashion – they
evolve.
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❖ Focusing on core categories ensures that all your business decisions are in a
single direction and for the long-term health of your business.
❖ Focussing on a core product helps you compete even with larger brands
because you’re simply better than them in that particular category.

Burberry sells many categories such as fragrances, makeup, bags, shoes etc. But they were
born from a trench coat. While experimenting with various other things, what they never
stopped was making incredibly sustainable luxury coats that are way more superior than any
other brands in the market. Remaining focussed on their core category - ‘luxury trench coats’
helped them be sustainable, profitable and relevant to their customers for over 150 years.
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How much inventory?

Do you ever feel that people are not buying from you because you don’t have enough
stock? But does more stock mean more sales? We know that it’s not true, especially in
Fashion E-commerce.
You don’t need an inventory of thousands of SKUs to build a Profitable Fashion
E-commerce brand. Your customers will always expect to see more and more product
variety, but you can’t let their expectations dictate your inventory decisions.
Here is the thing about having a huge inventory:
❖ More inventory means more warehousing cost
❖ More investment in product presentation (photography, copywriting etc)
❖ You will have to hire more people to manage a bigger inventory
❖ If you can’t write original content for all these products, Google can penalize
you for duplicate or narrow content
❖ With more product pages, your page rank gets spread across more pages and
hence dilutes your website’s ranking potential on Google
❖ Promoting so many individual products on Social Media can become
practically impossible
❖ More inventory means more buying mistakes – more money getting stuck in
the unsold stock
❖ You will need more money to promote these products
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But that doesn’t mean you should have a small inventory. You obviously would want
to scale-up your inventory as the demand for your products increase? This is how
businesses grow, right?
But we’re talking about striking a balance.
How much inventory should you have if you’re a start-up? Here is what we suggest:
Your online store should have only so many products that you’re able to write quality
product descriptions, meta tags and click professional pictures; all with the available
resources at your disposal. If the number of products on your store are so many that
you’re unable to write quality product descriptions & meta tags and click professional
pictures, your store is either overloaded with stock or it’s time to hire more people in
your production team.

Never let the inventory size exceed your ability to present it on your store.
Don’t compromise with the perceived value of your products at the cost of
showing more inventory.
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Manufacture locally

When fashion retailers start out, they see foreign countries such as China as the
default option for the manufacturing of their products. OK, manufacturing products
in China helps you save on the production cost, but it also costs you in the form of
control on your product development. China doesn’t have to be the default option to
start for all Fashion brands, of course unless you’re a company that’s coming with lot
back-up funding, and lot of experience in sourcing.
If you’re a startup fashion brand, we’d advise you to get the stuff made where you live,
in your city, so that if something happens you can jump into your car, drive to the
place where it’s being manufactured. This allows you to know exactly what’s going
on, who is working on it, you can see the working conditions there. Just imagine, if
you’re getting your production done in a foreign country like China, you won’t know
about it until it’s already made and shipped to you and by then it’s probably too late to
make any changes.
Yes, local manufacturing can be expensive and it can’t be a long-term solution. But
when you’re a startup and have no experience in product sourcing, your objective
should be to build a compelling product range. It requires you to test your products in
the market, to know what will sell and what won’t before you scale-up your
production by outsourcing it to a foreign country.
Also, by the time you make the leap and move your production to a Chinese
manufacturer, that Chinese manufacturer is presuming that you know what you are
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doing. So it’s better to gain experience in manufacturing your products locally before
you outsource manufacturing to a country like China.
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Work with a small manufacturer early on

Many startup retailers decide that they’re only going to work with the very best. So,
they do the mistake of signing-up with a bigger manufacturer early on. While there
are many benefits of working with a bigger manufacturer, such as - their per unit cost
is low, raw material sourcing is easier, communication is better etc, but these bigger
manufacturers also have a high MOQ*. And committing to a higher MOQ means
you’re risking more capital in production. If you commit to a big order and then
products don’t sell out, you will end-up with a lot of your business capital getting
stuck in dead stock. So with high MOQ, if you fail, you will fail big.
That’s why we advise startup fashion retailers to work with smaller manufacturers
because while their per order cost is high, only smaller manufacturers can give you
the much-needed flexibility at the startup stage, which includes lower MOQs.
* MOQ: MOQ is the minimum order size accepted by a manufacturer. Typically,
MOQ is based on the minimum order the manufacturer needs in order for the
transaction to be profitable to them.

Where to start?
The easiest way to start out is to go to the nearest sample makers. Finding them is
easy. For example, if you’re in NYC, you can Google New York City Garment District
, or if you’re manufacturing leather handbags, you can search Leather Handbag
Sample Maker NYC. Go meet those sample makers – yes they are expensive but they
are still a great way to start out.
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Use your location as an advantage
Your location is one of your biggest competitive advantages. If you’re designer based
in Berlin or Mumbai, it’s your competitive advantage against other brands that are
not based in your city. Take pride of your heritage and roots implanted in the city and
use it in your branding to differentiate yourself.
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Your products should seem to belong to the same family

When e-commerce businesses grow in sales, they often run into the dilemma of
scaling inventory to match the increase in sales. The biggest challenge in scaling-up
the operations is to match the demand in a way that customer and brand doesn't
suffer during the transition. Some fashion retailers are too reactive to customer
demand. Be thoughtful when you’re adding new categories - see if the new product
category in sync with the core of your brand. For example, if you’re predominantly
selling vintage fashion clothing on your store, it may not be such a good business
decision to add new ‘organic’ category to your online store just because you have
some customers demanding for it or you have found a vendor who is offering you
great stock of organic clothing at good margins and you ‘think’ your customers would
love. With such an approach, you might end-up diluting your brand by trying to sell
everything.
To ensure that you provide a consistent user experience, you should also ensure that
your products all seem to belong to the same family. Your product selection should be
in-sync with brand’s own aesthetics, theme & values. Bigger retailers usually have
style director who oversees and edit the upload of new products (in the case of
startups, this role of course, needs to be played by the company owner). They ensure
that the selected products are not only sophisticated, high-end, creative and editorial
but the products are also in-sync with the brand itself. Not only all the new products
belong to the same family but also the product presentation.
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Price Positioning

The products you’re selling need to be unique to your store or else you have to be
ready to take on the price war with your competitors. Trust me it's a lose-lose battle
to sell non-exclusive products. Comparison shopping engines have made it easier for
customers to compare prices. So we advise retailers to stay away from this
never-ending battle as far as possible and only sell exclusive proprietorship products.
Furthermore, nothing comes close to the excitement of selling exclusive proprietary
fashion products. When you sell something that no one else is selling, it’s no longer
about price and competition, it’s about catching and cashing fashion trends. That’s
real business of fashion.
You can either start selling proprietary products and nurture your own vendor-base
of manufacturers and suppliers who can give you exclusive products to sell on your
store OR you can work with smaller manufacturers to produce exclusive products for
you.
When you source products from these small manufacturers and suppliers, you enjoy
much higher profit margins than what you get by selling branded merchandise. And
then if you sign-up an exclusivity contract with these vendors, your products become
exclusive and they won’t sell that product to anyone else, which means you can sell
these products at desired profit margins and not at the margins dictated by a
competitor.
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Price down one of your product

If your customer wants to spend $2000 on a quality handbag, they will be much
happier buying a well-known brand than an unknown brand like yours. It’s because
they can’t touch your products when they first see them on a website and they have
no idea who is selling them and how credible you’re. It’s too much of a risk for them.
When you’re a startup, one of your biggest challenges is to lower down the risk for
your customers in trying out your brand. To make them buy from you for the first
time when they haven’t heard of you before.
To overcome this challenge, we advise startup retailers to can price down any one of
the items in your collection, that has a high perceived and real value to your
customers. So you can make your customers buy from you at a low price without
being tagged as a discount or cheap brand.
It’s like if you go to the Mercedes showroom and buy their most basic model A-Class, no one will say that you have bought a cheap car. It’s still a Mercedes.
So marking down the price of any one of your products allows your customers to get
a taste of your brand without spending too much. It decreases their risk while giving
you an instrument to break the ice and sell higher end products in the future. This
also gives you an initial customer base, people who have bought a product from you
and have experienced your brand.
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Benefits
By pricing down any one of your product, you decrease the risk of your customers by
allowing them to experience your brand at a low price. You don’t have to price down
all your products. And it gives you much-needed cash in hand at start-up stage of
your business.
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Hero brand

How do you decide the pricing of your brand/products? Typically, it involves
complex calculation. You have to calculate your costs, such as - cost of raw material,
manufacturing, shipping, energy bills, Internet, rentals, cost of your time etc. While
it’s important to know your costs as accurately as possible so that you can calculate
your profit margins, you can’t price your products solely based on costs.
So, we advise retailers to pick their hero brand. By hero brand, I mean the brand
that’s leader in your target category and the one you aspire to be. For example, you
might look at Michael Kors to be your hero brand for handbags and you benchmark
Michael Kors for its design, quality, brand experience, etc. In that case, you should be
around 30% cheaper than Michael Kors.
Moreover, knowing your hero brand might as well shine a light on where you need
to go.
Now with all that said, it's also important to not get too obsessed with what your hero
brand(s) are doing. Over analyzing your competitors and hero brands can potentially
limit your own thought process.
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But mark your average prices up

Buyers today are smart. Once they buy from you, they set their price expectations and
then expect to buy from you again at the same price point. For them, pricing is an
essential component of your brand and they won’t like it if you increase the price.
They expect you to sell more and make up for the increasing cost with the economy
of scale.
One of the things you should always remember about pricing your products is that
once you set the pricing, you can mark your prices down but you can’t mark prices
up. And because of inflation, your cost of the product will go up faster than you can
mark-up your prices.
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Fewer categories

When I talk to retailers, especially the multi-brand Fashion retailers about the
importance of focussing on their core category, they often ask me - how many
categories should an ecommerce business have? The simple answer to the questions is
– the fewer categories, the better. Don’t create a category just for the sake of having it
because having too many categories not only dilutes your brand but also makes
managing your business more complex.
Each time you add a new category, your business grows exponentially more
complicated. The less complex your business is, the agiler you can be as a company.
Thus, it’s better to just say no to a new category and maintain your vision for your
brand by staying focused on your core product category. Instead of trying to sell more
types of products, build a brand that sells fewer categories with high value.
Having limited categories on your website is good for your business as it helps you
keep a check on your cost and also simplify your business:
❖ Fewer categories mean less customer support
❖ Fewer categories mean less SEO related issues
❖ Fewer people you need to hire to manage extra categories
❖ Less organizational complexity
❖ Simpler logistics involved in the delivery of the products
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Build a brand
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The big idea
Explicitly define the one-point vision for your brand. What will your brand stand for? What's
it going to be about? What’s going to be the purpose of your brand — the vision? Think big.
Why does it exist?
This vision will guide your decisions and keep you on one path. Your vision should be brief
too. A sentence should be enough to get the idea across. Here are few examples of business
taglines of some of the popular brands:

❖ ModCloth - Remarkable fashion & decor, inspired by our community, & delivered
with uncommon care.

❖ Netaporter.com – T
 he world’s premier online luxury fashion destination
❖ ASOS.com – D
 iscover Fashion Online
❖ Nastygal.com - Nastygals do it better
Make Mantra

Organizations need guideposts. They need an outline; employees need to know each day when
they wake up why they're going to work. This outline should be short and sweet, and all
encompassing: Why do you exist? What motivates you? I call this a mantra — a three or
four-word description of why you exist.
—Guy Kawasaki, author (from Make Mantra)
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The content
Today, we’re spending a big part of our lives staring at our computer and mobile
screens, soaking more information than probably our brain can process. The impact
of this changing pattern in content discovery and consumption is big, especially in the
fashion industry. We’re what we share and this is what’s building identities of
individuals and brands. If you can be the source of new fashion ideas and inspiration,
you can be the fashion; people will follow you and buy from you.
One thing is sure - to be able to target the new age Internet generation, mastering
what runs the internet - 'the content'. You need to sell more than just clothes, you
need to sell online fashion experience.
You have to use content in a way that, your customers start looking at your brand as a
stamp of approval for fashion discovery.
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Know your brand’s personality and stick with it

Do you know that your brand has a voice and it’s talking to your customers 24 x 7?
Your brand can be polite, stern, classy, royal, nasty, vintage, strict, young, funny,
deadpan, serious, loose etc.
If you’re not deliberate with what personality you project to your customers with
your brand, your customers will go by their own perception and that perception may
or may not be the impression that you want to give to your customers. What’s even
worse than giving a wrong impression? Giving no impression at all. I am talking
about brands that have no personality. Don’t be among those brands; they are boring
and people easily forget them.

What determines the personality of your brand?
The voice of your brand is mostly determined by your own voice. So Always keep
your brand’s personality traits in mind in all areas of your business especially in your
communication (be it audio, visual or textual) with your customers.
The personality of your brand will show your customers in things like:
❖ your choice of products
❖ people you hire
❖ your website design
❖ colors you choose, graphics, product descriptions, etc.
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While choosing your brand personality, don’t worry about being good or bad, right
or wrong. Just be yourself and let your brand find its audience. If you think you’re not
fitting in this world, make your own.
And you don’t have to copy. It’s OK to be inspired by a brand but don’t copy anyone.
Be who you are. Remember, you yourself are the biggest competitive edge in your
brand because no one can be you.
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Show what makes you ‘remarkably’ different

“Differentiation means thinking very hard about the market and your competitors and somehow making
yourself different. Any rational person spending a fair amount of time with perfect information will have no
trouble figuring out why you’re different.”
- S eth Godin

Fashion is one of the most competitive industries and differentiation has long been an
important strategy when it comes to the marketing of a Fashion Brand. If we talk
about Fashion E-commerce, there are millions of online stores out there targeting the
same categories – Clothing, Accessories, Jewellery etc and everyone wants to look
different.
Conventional wisdom says that if you want to win over your competitors, you must
position your brand differently. Differentiation as a marketing strategy has a long
history of its own. And I see the logic in it – if your products, offers or services are
different from your competitors, your customers are more likely to notice them and
act.
But can the marketing strategy of differentiation be applied to the Business of Online
Fashion? The answer is – Yes, it can be applied. However, there is a thing about
‘being different’ that many online retailers tend to overlook. It is that whether your
customers are interested in the ‘things’ which make you different - are they worth
talking about? If your customers don’t care about what makes you different, it’s of no
use to be different.
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This off-course comes from differentiating your brand by creating remarkable
products or the service you provide with your product. Your products and service
need to be ‘remarkably’ different.

It’s not just about being different, it’s about being different in a way that
people choose to talk about you. That’s how the great brands position
themselves.

Zappos sells the same shoes that other retailer sell but the reason why you and I
would prefer buying from them is because Zappos offers a remarkable service and
that’s what makes them different from other retailers. But Zappos is also ‘remarkably’
different because people talk about their service.
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This is how Hugh&Crye communicates their differentiation
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Associate your brand with a certain lifestyle

Who doesn’t want a better lifestyle? Most of the materialistic things that we desire in
life, such as luxury cars, handbags, fragrances, clothing etc are actually to achieve a
certain lifestyle. We all want to be seen associated with this lifestyle - be it modest or
flamboyant. That’s why brands work day in and day out to communicate that dream
to people. When a customer buys a clothing from you, he/she actually buys that
lifestyle associated with your brand.
Thus, another way to segment your customers is to segment them on the basis of ‘who dreams of lifestyle that you’re projecting with your brand’. Lifestyle dictates the
DNA of various Fashion brands, which can be seen from the choice of beauty, travel
destination, food, sport, celebrities associated with these brands
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I am not a big fan of Michael Kors branding. But what I like about them though is that how clearly they have
defined the DNA of their brand. MK is about Jet set Luxury, traveling and living. If you notice their
advertisements, they show - a lot of wings, wheels and water in their brand communication. These 3 elements
signify for them what luxury lifestyle they want to see associated with MK. So when people buy an MK
product, they buy a piece of that jet set lifestyle.
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Tell your story

When you’re new, you can’t sell yourself as a brand because no one knows who you
are. People don’t see any value in your label. As a startup, you have to build that value.
You can’t build it purely with quality, design and high price point. This doesn’t make
you stand out from other brands. Again, if your customer has to spend $2000 on a
quality handbag, they will be much happier buying a well-known brand.
So apart from price, design & quality, there is one more thing that makes your
products compelling. It’s the story behind your brand and products. Good
storytelling is a quality that all ultra-successful brands of the modern age have in
common.
Stories that you tell your customers shape your brand and help you build a
connection between you and your customers. If your story is boring or there is no
story, don’t expect an instant, strong and lasting relationship with your customers.
But if you can tell a story that your potential customers can relate to, it will make
them feel that finally, they have found a brand, a bunch of people or a company that
will understand them.
The greatest thing about storytelling is that if your customers can relate to your story,
you no longer need to persuade them to buy.
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Broadly speaking, there are three types of stories you can use to build a connection
with your customers:
● Origin Story: They are always interested in knowing - how you started? It will
require you to get in touch with your deeper motivation behind starting the
business. Your origin story should reflect how much you believe in your
business, your brand, and your products.
● Core product story: In this story, you can speak about your core product
category. Who started it and things such as frustrations, the gap that lead you
into building the product, the craftsmanship behind the product, etc.
● Customer Story: T
 his is the most important one. You want to see your
customers as the hero of your story. Only then, you can create a desire in them
to be part of the story. Give them the opportunity to share their stories when
they use your products.
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Consistency

Business leaders keep saying it all the time and it’s there in the business books as well
– ‘Consistency’ is one of the most important aspects of building a powerful brand. All
your brand communication (audio / visual) should have a signature style that makes a
customer feel that it’s coming from the same source.
Being consistent is an essential component of brand building because you just can’t
envelop a customer in a specific mood until you’re not consistent with your visuals,
text copies and shopping experience. With consistency, you can win customer mind
shares, which btw is even more important than the market share of your brand.
The other reason why it’s important to be consistent is that there are a lot of other
positive traits associated with consistency. If a brand is consistent, people associate
that brand with discipline, commitment, trustworthiness and quality. Thus, by being
more consistent, you’re building your brand’s trust and making your customers more
receptive to what you have to say.
But as the owner of an e-commerce business, there is a lot of chaos around you and
amid all that you need to get things done. That’s why brand consistency often goes for
a toss.
Areas in which an online fashion brand should be consistent
Let’s talk about some of the key areas in which you as an online fashion brand can
project consistency in your brand experience:
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● Brand Identity – Use of consistent color, typography, graphic elements etc
● Copywriting – Maintain consistency of voice in product descriptions, banner
texts & editorial content.
● Product images – Maintain consistent lightning, backgrounds, camera angles
etc in all your pictures.
● New launch – Launch new product collection at consistent time intervals
● Delivery experience – Ensure consistent delivery time & product packaging
● Product accuracy - When the products get delivered, it should look exactly
as it looked on the product page

How can you be more consistent with your brand communication?
Here is what you can do to provide a consistent brand experience to your customers.
This is not an exhaustive list but it will help you get moving in the right direction:

Be consistent with your visuals
To be able to wrap your customers in your vision, your visuals need to be consistent.
Without it, you can’t build a compelling brand that has a strong recall. All your
visuals should sound like they are coming from the same source and there should be a
signature style that reflects that the same people are working behind the scene in
showing a certain lifestyle. For example, if you look at pictures from top fashion
brands, you will notice a consistent use of lights, backgrounds, make-up, camera
angles etc.

Project one personality throughout the brand communication
Everyone in your organization must know the personality of your brand and all your
brand communication should project the same personality in all areas of your
business, including website, packaging, support, social etc.
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Create and follow brand guidelines stringently
Make sure you and your team create and adhere to brand guidelines, style guides and
look books. I am not merely talking about the logo, website or corporate identity
guidelines, but a holistic brand framework that communicates your brand positioning
in clear words, such as – key messages, core values, social policy, processes for
customer handling etc. Create clear-cut brand communication guidelines and leave
no room for misinterpretation.

Have a clear vision for your brand
To create accurate and comprehensive brand guidelines, you first need to have a clear
vision for your brand. Be sure that you and your team share the same vision for the
brand, or else either your guidelines will be inaccurate or there will be issues with
adherence to the guidelines.

Be progressive with changes
All the brand communication-related changes should be slow and in the form of
progressive roll.. Start with something basic and try to evolve from there.

Work with the same team
It’s important that you work with the same production team because everyone has his
/ her own inherent style and taste. But if you work with different designers,
illustrators, stylists, hairdresser or beautician every season, the output of visuals will
invariably be different. So try to work with the same team on an on-going basis.
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Keep evaluating
You must constantly evaluate your people’s actions. Establish checkpoints for each
aspect of the business that interacts with customers and the general public.

Hire people from your target demographic & psychographic
Ok, this may not apply to other industries; but in Fashion, it can play a big role in
your company's long-term growth. Always, try and hire people from your target
customer segment. In other words, the characteristics of your employees should
match the characteristics of your ideal customers.
For example, if you're selling to women, aged between 20 to 35 years, who love
vintage fashion, try to hire from same segment. In such case, a 28-year-old female
photographer who loves vintage clothing will give you a better delivery than a 45
year old male who likes Indie clothing.
So as far as possible, hire people from your target demographic & psychographic. It
will help make it easier for you to keep your team on the same page regarding your
vision for the brand.
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Building a website is not the first step
Many startups who don’t have a background in fashion come to us with a
preconceived idea of what they think will sell and how. Ironically, the opportunities
usually lie elsewhere—in their blind spots. We believe that evidence-based selling is
much more likely to make you successful in the long run than gut feelings of “I
think...”.
All your ideas, when you are a startup, are theoretical rather than based on evidence.
You need to find out (not guess) what will sell, what won't, who buys it and what
they think of it.
If you’re a start-up brand, you should start by producing your launch collection and
sell it everywhere ( local stores in your city, online fashion marketplaces, eBay,
Amazon etc.) but on your own online store.
Just design a few products, get samples manufactured by a local manufacturer and
show it to your friends and immediate social network. It will give you a first-hand
feedback on your products and some initial orders as well. If you get a good response,
place a bigger order - let's say 10-20 items per style. Contact a few stores and online
marketplaces to sell them. If they sell it out, now take the big step - invest in an
e-commerce website. And if orders increase, find a bigger manufacturer, scale-up
your website.. so on and so forth.
Building an ecommerce website is a big investment. Even if you go for an off the shelf
solution like - Shopify, Magento, Woocommerce etc, with a themeforest template, it
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will still amount to a decent investment, as in the money you spend on the server,
website maintenance, bug fixing, cost of extensions/plugins, graphics etc. It may not
look like a big investment to you now, but when you add the website development
cost with other costs, such as - product sourcing, marketing, salaries & logistics etc,
you may find yourself in a tight financial situation; of course, until you are an
extremely well-funded start-up and have prior experience in Fashion Retail.
That’s why we usually don’t suggest you to invest in developing an ecommerce
website as the first step. That’s because all your money spent on building and
maintaining an ecommerce website can go wasted if you don’t have a compelling
product range and a compelling brand idea to sell those products. Once you know you
have created a compelling product range and have a compelling branding idea, you
can then take the leap and invest in building your ecommerce website. Your first
priority should always be to build a compelling product and a compelling brand idea
that you can successfully execute on your website. This not only gives you actionable
data but also cash liquidity to invest in the development of your website, rather than
investing entirely from your own pocket.
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Start Offline

A lot of fashion startup start their business with a single-minded focus on establishing
an e-commerce only brand. Ok, there is nothing wrong with having an e-commerce
only Fashion brand; there are plenty of e-commerce only brands out there that are
doing well without any physical presence. However, as your brand grows, eventually
you will reach a point when you feel the need for a physical presence. So why not
today? Your brand needs more exposure today than tomorrow.
Having an offline presence at the start-up level makes sense because it gives your
brand physical touch points, where people can go and experience your products. Plus
it allows you to meet your customers face to face and build close relationships. Your
learning curve on what your customers want becomes a lot shorter if your brand also
has a presence in physical multi-brand stores. It gives you practical experience which
in turn helps you innovate and design a better customer experience for your online
customers. Plus, offline presence makes your brand more trustworthy.
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Ignore details early on

The Devils in the details: An expression of the concept that many things seem straightforward on the surface,
but difficulties, problems, and obstacles are later discovered while trying to implement or execute a task or
plan. Also stated (somewhat paradoxically) as "God is in the details..."

Paying attention to finer details - you know what an important role it will play in
deciding the fate of your business. It may well be the difference between a success and
failure. That’s why you go crazy about details in all the areas of your business:
❖ Spacings and alignments of your websites
❖ Perfect material for packaging
❖ The perfect fonts for banners
❖ The perfect colors for all the elements
❖ The perfect wordings
❖ Perfect editing of the product pictures, etc.
It has to look perfect, right? But paying attention to finer details comes with its own
baggage. With attention to details, you'll also find bottlenecks, disagreements, endless
unproductive discussions, delays and lot of frustration. You and your team will work
hard the whole day to make it look perfect but at the end of the day you know you
didn't make any real progress. You were running in circles the entire day. This
pursuit of 'imaginary' perfection can damage your moral as well as of you team.
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Always remember that you will go much further if you stay focused on the bigger
picture early on. Pay attention to the bigger items that matter most to your business,
for example:
● Is product search working?
● Is the checkout process user-friendly?
● Is the website opening well enough on most popular mobile phones?
● Are the product pictures high quality?
● Are the product descriptions enticing?
● Is the product packaging presentable enough? etc.
Don't worry about the font size of your product name early on? You don't have to
nail perfect material for your product packaging before you launch. It can be done
later. Let everything evolve. This iterative approach will allow you to make informed
decisions as you go along. Just make sure everything works. Make sure it looks pretty
enough. You will have a lot of time later to make it look perfect later.
Remember, nothing will be perfect when you say it’s perfect. It’s perfect when your
customers say so. Finer details will reveal themselves as your customers experience
your creations, be it your website, your brand, your packaging, etc. You'll
automatically know what needs more attention. You'll feel what's missing. What's the
point of making perfection a bottleneck? It's not worth it.
Your progress bar doesn’t have to look: 0.00, 0.01, 0.02. 0.03, 0.04, 0.05……. A
progress bar of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 is just fine. Build it and get it out there. Build
momentum and then use that momentum to make things perfect.
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Don’t get me wrong. There is no problem in being a perfectionist. Eventually, you
have to make things perfect. But not now. Do it later. Don’t focus on the finest details
too early in your business. Your chances of success are much higher this way.
Here is one of my favorite quote on perfection from one of my favorite books:
“Perfectionism is the voice of the oppressor, the enemy of the people. It will keep you cramped and insane your
whole life, and it is the main obstacle between you and a shitty first draft. I think perfectionism is based on
the obsessive belief that if you run carefully enough, hitting each stepping-stone just right, you won't have to
die. The truth is that you will die anyway and that a lot of people who aren't even looking at their feet are
going to do a whole lot better than you, and have a lot more fun while they're doing it.”
― Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life
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White spacing

When you go to a luxury hotel, store, spa etc, there is a reason why you see empty
spaces everywhere, including in designs, architecture, interior, print etc. Emptiness is
seen as a mark of cleanliness, ‘positive’ scarcity, high quality, high value and class.
There is something about white space that alters consumer perceptions about a brand
and it holds true also in the e-commerce context. You can use white space to increase
the perceived value of your brand.
This emptiness is called white space. White space (which doesn’t always mean white
color but empty space) is the on-screen areas that don’t contain text, graphics, or
other visual elements. It is a key component of design & website usability and seen to
be related to luxury.
The same notion continues in the e-commerce. However, some retailers arm-twist
their designers into inserting banners, navigation and text in their homepage layout
just for sake of filling empty spaces.
One of the important objective to keep in mind while designing the homepage of
your ecommerce website is to ensure enough white space on your website. This is
one rule that changes the dynamics of web design for Fashion E-commerce websites
and posts challenge in front of designers and fashion business owners to strike the
right balance between usability and perceived value.
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Anatomy of an engaging
fashion ecommerce website
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Homepage

In E-commerce, you get only one chance to make an impression and homepage is
where it all starts. You can either use it for blatant pitching or you can be more
thoughtful and use it for laser targeted brand positioning and to win mindshare of
your customers.

Objectives of the homepage
● To give a clear message to visitors about what your brand is about, what it sells
and what makes it ‘remarkably’ different from other brands that are out there.
● To build trust in your customers landing on your website
● To trigger emotions of intrigue and mystery to make customers go to internal
pages and explore your brand and products.
● Build trust in the customers landing on the website
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Use homepage to build a connection

The visitors landing on your store can come from any traffic source to almost any
page on your website. Their buying ‘journey’ can begin just from any page. However,
after landing on the website, most of your visitors go to your homepage to know
what your brand is about. And after that, they can take any path:
homepage > Category Page >  Product Page > Shopping Cart > Checkout OR
homepage > Product Search > Product Page > Shopping Cart >  Checkout OR
homepage > Product Page > Shopping Cart >  Checkout
Of course, it’s not always a linear path. Throughout the buying process, your
customers may go to your CMS pages (about page, contact, policy etc) anytime to get
specific information and then come back to continue shopping or exit from your
store. Your customers will inevitably go back and forth between your category and
product pages until they figure out what exactly they want to buy.
But whatever traffic source they come from and whatever page they land on, each
page should lead them into the next step. And their perception about your brand
starts taking shape right from the homepage. That’s why your homepage is one of the
most important brand positioning instrument you have. You can use homepage to
build trust, aspiration and describe what your brand stands for and how it’s different
from other brands out there. And more than anything else, use homepage to build an
impression and warm-up your customers for pitching on the internal pages of your
website.
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Show brand summary at the homepage
Again, what’s the big idea? Business tag-line is small text, just around your logo. It’s
an important brand positioning instrument. A good tag-line can create an immediate
connection between the brand and its customers. While it’s optional for established
retailers who have already positioned their brand but, when you’re a start-up, using a
business tag-line can help you communicate your core products and business values
to your target customers.

Everlane.com shows its business tag-line in a dedicated section on their homepage
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Elevator pitch - Additionally, always know your elevator pitch as well. If you’re stuck in a lift
and someone asks you what you do, you should be able to tell them what your business is
about before you hit your floor. So that’s 30 seconds.

Show top selling products at the homepage
You can show your top selling products as featured products section on your
homepage. Make sure you give this section a sub-heading or catch-phrase to the
section. This catchphrase not only differentiates your products but also encourages
visitors to check the entire collection. Again, don’t show your prices yet. Make them
go to the category & product page to know the pricing.

Promote gift card
People shop online either for themselves or as a gift for their loved ones. By showing
gift cards on your homepage (in any one of the banners), you can encourage your
products to giveaway your products as gift. And gift card banner also gives you an
opportunity to show your packaging quality on the homepage.
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Show your showroom presence
This can be a big trust building data point on your website. So we suggest you to
show a banner that links to your company location page.

Show focussed call to actions

Back to the basics. It’s not only about showing nice visuals and fairytale stories.
Eventually, you want them to buy, right? That’s why you need to have a sales flow
that gets people into taking an action. There should be a sales path starting from the
homepage of your website made of links, navigation, banners and buttons that you
show to visitors to make them complete a purchase
There should be a visual sales hierarchy which is even though not visible to a visitor
but you should work at the sub-conscious level and push your customers to the next
step of the sales funnel, for example:
this is what you can be > this is what we sell > this is how you feel when you wear our
products > this is who we are > go buy our specific products
Use specific call to action text in links and buttons. For example, avoid generic text
such as – ‘Shop Now’, ‘Buy Now’ etc. What is it you want them to buy? Be specific –
‘Shop Dresses’, ‘Buy Tops’ etc.

Show press mentions
If your brand has been covered by print magazines, newspapers, blogs etc, it’s OK to
show it on your homepage. As an emerging brand, you want to be seen as popular. It
builds trust and thus it’s worth sparing a space for it on your website’s homepage.
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Everlane’s press mentions on its homepage
Offer a personalized shopping experience
If you’re a start-up brand that ships internationally, you should look to localize the
shopping experience on your online store and give them an impression to that you
can be trusted to ship to their country on time:
● Reassurance: Identify user’s country from their IP address and show a
notification in the top header, like ‘Shipping to Australia’, like MrPorter.com
does.
● Default Currency & Language selection: Along with it, see if you can
change the language and currency of the entire store to currency of the user’s
country (if you ship to it).

Show your USPs
USP or Unique Selling Proposition is your instrument to counter the mental barriers
of your customers while buying from your store and gives them the extra push to
complete the purchase. Show in clear words – what’s unique about your business and
why should customers buy from you.
Having said that, don’t waste your homepage real estate by showing them vague
USPs. Easy Returns, Free Shipping, Price Guarantee, Risk-free Shopping. Be specific,
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such as: Free Shipping on orders above $100, 100% Organic Products, 60 Days
Return Policy etc.

Keep your banners updated
Many retailers don’t pay the required attention to their carousel banners. It’s one of
the first few elements that new customers notice on your website and thus it’s
important to put your best foot forward and let your most relevant offer catch the
attention of your visitors.
Here are a few tips:
● Your website should always open with an establishing shot or your newest
collection
● Ensure quick load time. Optimize the file size of carousel images so that
they may load quickly at once
● Keep your slide frequency slow
● Let users control the carousel slideshow. You can either provide pause/play
buttons, or keep the image rotations manual instead of automatic
● Show current offers or the ones that are consistently performing well for
you throughout the year

Give them a sneak peek into your editorial content
To build a successful brand, you have to produce a lot of engaging content everyday
and homepage is the place where you should give your customers a sneak peek into
your editorial content. The last thing you want to do is hide that content in footer
links where half of the new visitors may not notice. By showing the best content on
your homepage, you can create a specific ‘mood’ which makes them buy from your
website and also engage with your brand.
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MrPorter’s content section on their homepage
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Don’t pitch on your homepage
Many retailers tend to show their product listing with prices and discounts on their
homepage. While this is convenient for returning customers; it’s not very helpful for
new customers, who don’t even know you so well and don’t care about your offers
yet. I am not sure if this is the right approach. Wouldn’t it be nicer to let them
experience the brand first before getting down to pitching products?
If you have ever noticed, many online fashion retailers don’t show their product
prices on their homepage. The whole idea is that they encourage them to experience
their brand and win their mind-share before pitching them their products. In other
words, they use homepage to warm-up their visitors for shopping before taking them
to category and product pages.

Don’t squeeze everything to the top of your homepage
Some retailers are simply scared of scrolling. It’s not that they don’t like scrolling but they
think people will get tired if they make them scroll too much. As a result, they try to squeeze
everything into the top section of the homepage or they put all the information into internal
pages where visitors never notice it. The truth is that people like scrolling more than clicking.
OK, people used to hate it in the mid-nineties, not anymore. In the past few years, our
browsing behavior has evolved dramatically. Pinterest is the biggest example to support my
argument, we keep scrolling infinitely until we see product images relevant to our search.
Scrolling provides even better usability than slicing up the text to several separate screens or
pages. You don’t have to squeeze everything into the top of your homepage or above the fold.
Believe me, people will scroll to any length you want them to, as long as you can show them
value in it.
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The fold is a Myth: Higher conversion rate has nothing to do with whether the button is above
the fold, and everything to do with whether the button is below the right amount of good copy.
The issue isn’t whether the call to action is visible when your prospect first arrives. The issue is
whether your call to action is visible at the point where your prospect has become convinced to
take action. So above the fold, below the fold. All that doesn’t matter. People will take an action
when they are ready for it.
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Perceived Value

Perceived value is what a customer believes your product to be worth, when he or she
agrees to pay (or not to pay) for ownership of a product. Compared to the real value
of the product, perceived value is more difficult to measure directly; yet it has a
greater impact on its value to a customer. Perceived value can also be measured by the
brand’s loyalty, awareness and positive associations which the brand has engendered
in its target market.
Maintaining a high perceived value is of paramount importance. In Fashion
E-commerce, your product is only as good as it looks on your website. Brands with
higher perceived value enjoy higher demand, higher conversion rate, repeat
purchases, and they get shared a lot more on the social media.
There are many ways how you can ensure a high perceived value. You have to get
your brand & products inside the brain of your customers with impactful visuals.
● High-quality product images and showing artistic graphics
● High quality copywriting & storytelling
● Great typography
Obviously, it’s not an easy thing to achieve a high perceived value. You will need
knowledge, skills, vision and most of all a team to make it happen. You will need
specialists, such as - creative director, graphic designers, stylists, hairdressers to bring
the imagination to reality. It’s what this team creates will be seen by your customers
in lookbooks, store windows, billboards, product pages, magazine ads, Facebook ads
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etc. All their work, such as Hair, make-up, background, lighting, photography, etc
defines the image of your brand and gives it a unique voice that talks to your
customers 24x7.
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How to take high quality product pictures?

Even though, your photographer should take care of most of the stuff mentioned in
this part of this guide but since you are the person running the show, we want to tell
you few important things that many online fashion retailers tend to overlook.
Remember, he or she may be a terrific photographer, but they might still come back
to you for help.

Your photographer should understand your products
The first step to taking great product pictures starts with understanding what exactly
are you shooting? Is it a dress, handbag or an earring? Working off your list, and
keeping an open mind, consider some ideas for your styling:
● What is the product?
● What are it’s obvious qualities? Color, size, texture, function, shape?
● What are the hidden attributes or uses that you find interesting? These are
attributes which may not be obvious to buyers. But, these are the attributes
which really sell an item.
● Does it make a great gift or party favor?
● Was it made with a special process?
● Is it all-natural?
● What inspired you?
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Remember, the point of styling a shot is not to obscure the qualities of an item, but to
enhance them while opening the viewer’s mind to more possibilities. Try to show the
item, and also to tell a story.

Keep your products in context
Product pictures tell customers about details, fabric, style, textures, feel, quality, etc
but they don’t always visually tell them how big or small the product is. But if in the
product image, you show your product with another object, it gives user a context for
the product size. For example, showing something on your palm gives buyer a sense
of size between model and object. Help your customers imagine the product in real
life environment.

Be consistent with your background & lighting
One of the most important things you need to ensure in order to take outstanding
product pictures is to ensure use of seamless backgrounds. While selecting a
background, you should refer to your brand guide. You basically need to know that
whether you want plain background or you want contrast between background and
the model.
Ideally, you want a background that makes your subject stand out. Or, If you’re
shooting against a wall, it should be of different color.
Many fashion retailers prefer white backgrounds as they are easy to work with and
tend to give a minimal luxury feel. Moreover since white goes well with all the colors,
if your product pictures have a white background, you can change the website’s look
and feel without worrying too much about whether it will go well with product
picture background.
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If you want to go with a white background, just try and shoot from a distance or put
distance between your product and the background. This makes the white
background look slight grey and light grey is easier on the eye than bright white and
will be more flattering on your product.

Take photos straight on
Avoid unusual angles and take all pictures straight on. The focus of the product
should be clear. A user should know from the first look, what you’re trying to focus
and sell in the image.

Remember your website
While selecting a theme of the photoshoot, always bear in mind that these pictures
will eventually go on your website, in banners, listing images and product images. So,
make sure your production team keeps your website’s aesthetics in mind while
creating a theme for the photoshoot.
The product images should be squarish frame and product should look relatively full
in the frame. Image area should be such that it can be cropped to rectangular.
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Product pictures should match the delivery experience
E-commerce businesses thrive on repeat orders, more average order value and
lifetime customer value. If you inflate the perceived value with unrealistic pictures,
your customers will get disappointed when they open the package from you.
When the customer gets the delivery, your products should look same as what it
looked on your product page when they placed the order. The reviews that you want
them on the product page are:
“It looks exactly how I expected…...”
“Looks exactly showed in the product picture…...”
If your customers are getting disappointed, your store’s repeat orders and average
order value will remain low. Disappointed customers will keep logistics complex as
there will be lots of customer complaints and returns.
While I love the idea to under promise and over deliver, if your product on delivery
looks better than what it looked on the product page, this might delight more
customers but under promising can cause less customers placing the order.
So, it’s extremely important that your product pictures and delivery experience
should match.
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Product descriptions

The way you explain your products in your product descriptions is exactly how your
customers perceive the value of your products. Here are few tips that can help you
write good Fashion e-commerce product descriptions:

Write like you’re talking to your ideal customers
When you write product descriptions to please everyone, you will most likely end-up
pleasing no one. Know who your ideal customer is, write to him or her. The product
descriptions that your customers will read are actually the ones that address them
directly and personally. Imagine they have walked into your physical store and you’re
selling them your product face-to-face.

Keep the product title concise
Use the title to tell your customers in simple words, what is that you’re selling? Use
basic words that your target audience will understand. Avoid using Jargons in the
product name / title as far as possible. Don’t call your product something that only
you can understand.

Entice with benefits, not specifications
Even though product specifications are extremely important, the problem with
focusing on specifications is that your potential buyers are not so interested in
mundane features and specs. They want to know what’s in it for them. How will it
make them feel? How will it make them look? It’s more important for them than the
specifications.
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Don’t praise, let them decide
What is your response when a salesman comes up to you and says – ‘Excellent
Product Quality’. You say to yourself – “OK OK, That’s what everyone says!”.
Self-praising phrases like ‘excellent’ can make your customer feel that you’re doubting
their intelligence in a way that they don’t have the ability to judge the product. Avoid
using such self praising phrases and allow your customer to judge the quality
themselves from the product pictures and adjectives in your product description.

Remember the personality of your brand
While you dazzle your customers with vivid product descriptions, mind the tone of
your voice. Do you want to sound – Sexy, Naughty, Polite, or Serious? Always
remember the personality of your brand. For example, if you want your brand to be
projected as fun, you should look to engage readers with such a personality and a dash
of humor. And then instead of saying that - “It’s fun”, let the product picture and
words say that. This personality should be reflected in all your product descriptions.

Make your product descriptions scan friendly
Majority of people on the Internet ( studies suggest more than 79%) scan through the

text; Only 16 percent actually read it closely [Jakob Nielsen and Carol Pernice (2008)].

And It takes them 25% longer to read something on a computer than it does to read
something on paper (Cameron, 2008).
What they do is they look at your product picture and scan your product description
in order to decide whether they want to read the complete description. Thus, apart
from making your descriptions easy for your customers to read, you should also make
it easy for them to scan:
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Here are few tips for making for product description scan friendly:
❖ Write short, enticing and easy to understand product names
❖ Use bullet points for technical specifications
❖ Ensure lot of white space within the copy
❖ Keep your product descriptions concise
❖ Use an easily readable font size
❖ Show a small 2 line description below the product name and the detailed
description below the fold on the product page

Avoid making product specifications sound too technical
Do you know, you are legally required to mention the country of origin and fabric
content on your product page? (although only few retailers do it).
Product Specifications typically include:
● Product type (jacket, bag, dress)
● Product styling (pea coat, hobo, A-line)
● Fiber content
● Fabric type or finish if important [woven, print, stripes, plaids, velvet, jacquard
etc]
● Closure (zippers, buttons, elastic etc)
● Size range
● Country of origin (COO)
● Care Instructions
But again it’s important that you put the benefits first and technical specifications of
the product should to be communicated in an easy to understand language. Technical
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specifications are an important part of your product page copy. Not only they help
your customers in making an informed buying decision, including technical
specifications also helps your customers when they search for the product from your
website’s product search. In other words, including detailed technical specifications
makes your products more search friendly.

Maintain a consistent length of description
For sake of providing a consistent user experience, keep the length and amount of
data in the product descriptions consistent across the category. If one product is too
lengthy and the other product in the same category has a smaller description, your
customers may feel that it’s not explained well. Thus, it’s important that you maintain
consistent length of text across all product descriptions on your website.

Use beautiful adjectives to describe the product
Adjectives can be used to create colorful phrases of expression. While your customers
can not touch and feel the product, adjectives can help them imagine the product.
How does the clothing or accessory look? How would it look on the customer? How
would it feel to wear it? With right use of adjectives, you can dramatically influence
the customer’s desire to purchase your products. These adjectives are secret codes
that can seal the deal for you instantly.
For example, to show a bridal dress on your product page, you can use words like
elegant, romantic, alluring, nostalgic, radiant etc. Since these are words that a woman
buying a bridal dress would want to hear, the likelihood that the customer will buy
the dress become a lot higher.
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Thus, it’s even safe to say that by identifying the adjectives that are most likely touch
the senses of your customers and influence their buying decision; using those
adjectives in your product copy can help you increase the conversion rate of your
website.
One important rule though to follow while using adjectives in your product
description is that you must put opinions before facts.

Opinion: a lovely, a stylish
Fact: blue, cotton
Noun: d ress, shirt
Common adjectives and catch phrases used by top Fashion Retailers. Here are some
examples of commonly used sensory phrases and adjectives used by the editors of top
retailers and fashion magazines:
● Ageless beauty
● Avant-garde
● Basics
● Boho chic
● Chic (it means ‘fashionable’, ‘stylish,’ but it sounds better because it’s a French
word!)
● Classics (always fashionable/stylish)
● Comeback
● Cool
● Country chic
● Curvy
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● Deluxe
● Eclectic
● Eco-chic
● Edgy
● Elegant
● Escuela de calor
● Fabulous at every age
● Face to face
● Fashion fix
● Fave (Informal, slang, short for ‘favourite’)
● Femme fatale
● Flower party
● From Paris/Russia with love
● Hit
● Hot
● Hotlist
● Icon
● Iconic (famous, memorable, representing a certain time and place)
● Influence
● Insider
● Inspiration
● It girl
● Jet set
● Key pieces
● L’enfant terrible
● Licence to (…)
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● Lo último
● Made in (…)
● Material girl
● Militar
● Minimal
● Mix & Match
● Modern
● Most wanted
● Muse
● Must
● Neutral
● Perfect match
● Pin-up
● Pop
● Power dressing
● Preppy
● Retro
● Risky business
● Rockabilly
● Safari
● Sin complejos
● Smart shopping
● Sport chic
● star is born
● Stylish/Fashionable
● Techno fashion
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● The …… of the moment
● The new Audrey Hepburn
● The new black
● The next Brigitte Bardot
● The next Kate Moss
● The next Marilyn Monroe
● The show must go on
● Timeless (something that’s beautiful irrespective of age and current trends)
● Très belle
● Très chic
● Twist
● Underground
● Uptown girl
● Vintage
● Vip
● Work the (+ a trend)
● Working girl
● Zoom etc

Inject latest trends in your product descriptions
Stick to the basics. To inject seasonal inspiration into your copy and to project the
product as in-vogue, you and your copywriters should keep reading the latest fashion
magazines, research trends to stay on top of the trends. This will help you marry your
product copy with the new trends you discover. Each time there is a new collection,
you can even create standardized boilerplate language for key looks you have just
discovered that can be used throughout multiple product categories.
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Check your copy for these 4 C’s
So how does a perfect product description looks like? Here is a simple set of criteria to
evaluate your product description. After you write the copy, just ask yourself the
following questions:
● Clear: Is the overall meaning of description clear? Or is it obscure? Does it
communicate the real essence of the product?
● Captivating: W
 ill the words captivate and seduce the senses of your
customer?
● Concise: Are there too many, too few, or just enough words to communicate
the intended message and emotion?
● Complete: D
 oes description complete the product image? In other words, is
the description able to communicate what can’t be seen from the product
image?
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With increasing maturity of social media as a marketing channel, new age fashion retailers
no longer have to write spammy meta tags and product descriptions to please Google. You can
now focus on writing crisp meta tags and product descriptions to communicate the product’s
value to the customer and story behind it. ModCloth tells a story with every product they sell
and so much more life to their products.
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Product Packaging

It's important that you set the delivery expectations in the minds of the people
landing on the website. Showing packaging of your products on the homepage can
help you set the delivery expectations of your customers on the homepage and also
build trust. Smart retailers show attractive product packaging to visitors to increase
perceived value of their products. Their effort here is to compensate for the
experience lag as compared to if they were in a physical showroom. Showing product
packaging gives customer glimpse into product's delivery experience before they
place an order.
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MrPorter ensures that the packaging delivers everything which customers expect from a high
fashion store. From the embossed pattern on the paper, to the crisp foiled logo and high quality
boards and papers, to the hand finishing and fabric accessory ranges. They show their
packaging on their website.
Again, it’s extremely important for a fashion brand that when a customer opens
delivery box, the fashion item and packaging should look at least 10 times better than
what it looked on a computer or mobile phone screen when ordered it was ordered.
This requires not only setting high standards for the product that you’re selling but
also high standards of product packaging.
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This is how Warby Parker shows its packaging on the homepage.
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Touch-point Optimization

The customers who land on your store engage with your brand at various levels /
touch points on your website. And based on all the information you feed them and all
the visuals you show them, your customers create a picture of your brand in their
minds. And based on whether or not they like this picture, they decide whether they
want to buy from you or your competitor brand.

Login & Register Pages
Login/Register page is one of the most important touch points on your website. As a
retailer, you want customers to register to your website and be part of the brand. And
the truth is that most of the times, only those customers register who really like your
brand and intend to come back to your website to buy again.
Thus it’s important that you keep this page friendly, while encouraging more and
more people to sign-up, while also showing the benefits of registering, for example:
❖ Save credit card details for faster shopping
❖ Manage your order history
❖ Gain access to your Wish List
❖ Win reward points
❖ Upload style pictures
❖ Get personalized shopping recommendations
❖ Exclusive offers
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When customers register on your store, they give you a consent to collect their
personal information. It’s then up to you how you use the information wisely to
enrich customer’s experience. When a user registers to your store, treat him or her as
a member and not just a user. Come-up with innovative ways to use this information
to provide a personalized shopping experience.

Add an email sign-up checkbox
When users register for an account on your website, you should also seek their
permission to subscribe them to your newsletters. Add an “Uncheck the box if you
would prefer not to receive our newsletters” just on the ‘Sign-up’ page.

Configure welcome email
A welcome email is the first email that goes out to a subscriber when he/she confirms
his /her email address. If you’re among the retailers who prefer not sending out
welcome emails; it’s a missed opportunity because when someone subscribes to your
brand, he/she is most likely taking an action if you ask them too. Welcome emails
usually have the highest open rate.
You can send a coupon code in the welcome email (if required, put a limit to the
validity of the coupon). It’s a great way to start the relationship. It sets their
expectations about what they will receive from you.
You can use your email client to send automatic welcome emails to register for an
account or subscribe to receive emails.
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Build trust-points
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Go beyond security seals

What do you do to make your customers trust your brand? Conventional wisdom
says that using security seals help in improving conversion rate of an online store.

The whole point here is to build trust in customers about your brand. Can they trust
your website and hand over their credit card details? Yes, I do believe that these
security seals do help. However, if they don’t trust your brand, no trust seal can help
you. If they trust the brand and the people behind it, they will not look for security
seals before making a purchase. So I doubt whether security seals really justify a place
in the homepage footer. Perhaps, there are other better ways to build trust, such as:
❖ Showing the picture of business owners with a link to a nice about page with a
physical address
❖ Great Social Media following
❖ Customer Support Information
❖ High Quality Visuals that give customers a sense of quality
❖ Link to a Corporate Social Responsibility page
❖ Press Coverage
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Payment method icons
We keep seeing these payment method icons in the homepage footer of many
e-commerce websites. These icons have to be used the way they are. This is how they
look:

First of all, it’s not possible to place these things in the footer without compromising
the site’s aesthetics. Second, do you really think someone will buy from your website
because you accept payment via. American Express? Maybe not. Moreover, it’s more
of a basic requirement that your customers expect from you, rather a facility – all
websites offer similar payment methods. I am not saying it’s not important and you
shouldn’t use them. I just doubt whether homepage footer is a right place for that.
Perhaps, you can show the payment method icons on the checkout page if you want
to.
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Honesty

We all know how important reviews are in e-commerce. The products with more
reviews get more impressions and more sales. Thus retailers send autoresponder
emails to their customers within a specific time period offering them benefits for
leaving honest product reviews. But many startup retailers gather / moderate reviews
in a way that only positive reviews are allowed to display on the product page
irrespective of whether or not the product is right for the customers.
Unfortunately, you can’t go too far with this kind of opaque approach as you will fail
to build trust for your brand. You should be completely honest with your customers.
The objective of showing reviews shouldn’t be just to sell a product but to help
customers make a wise buying decision, even if it means allowing negative reviews
about the product that you’re selling.
Moreover, returns & refunds are expensive. If you allow your customers to know
both positives and negatives about the product before purchasing, you will be able to
save money from return orders and refunds.
It goes without saying that this will require you be more diligent and intelligent with
reviews moderation. While you become more generous, don’t allow reviews with
profanity or the ones that link to your competitors.
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GAP generously shows moderately negative reviews of their products on their
product page to help their customer right product and fitting.
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Customer stories

Social Media is democratizing luxury and fashion. Luxury brands can no longer be
dictator of fashion and tell someone that - “You're not pretty enough to carry our
products!” Customers today are empowered by social media. If fashion brands give
such dictator impression today, customers will say - “All right, go to hell. They will
not only buy from your competitor but also write negatively on your Facebook wall
where 100 other customers can see it”.
Remember, the picture that’s shared by your customer on your website or social
media may not be as good as the ones you might take in your studio, but it will have a
much more positive impact on your sales because the former is more authentic.
Modern brands today are built on real-life pictures that are not always perfect. Any
product picture that’s taken by your customer from her iPhone is as important to
your business as the one taken by your production team.

Be open with your customers
If you screw-up, don't censor. It's OK to mess up. Be open about it. If a particular
vendor is consistently getting negative reviews from customers due to quality or
misfits, instead of blocking the reviews, block the vendor. Take it as an opportunity
to engage with the customers who placed the order. Write a blog post about it,
explaining what went wrong. Your customers will appreciate it and be more loyal to
your brand.
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Vendor rating: Discontinue the vendor who is consistently getting negative feedback from
customers. Retailers such as ModCloth rate their vendors as per customer reviews and
feedback. That they can get rid of negative reviews from the source.
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How to connect with your customers?
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Don’t sell like you would sell a camera

In Fashion E-commerce, retailers fail to create an intriguing shopping
experience for their customers usually because of their failure to think not
logically but emotionally. Since there is no face to face interaction between
them and their customers, it becomes rather easy for them to solely focus
on closing ‘transaction’ by making it easier for them to shop on their
website. Amazon is the pioneer of this convenience shopping model. They
offer the best assortment, price and convenience to their customers on
their website. We just search, filter results, read product descriptions, read
reviews that other customers left and buy the product.
This kind of shopping experience works when a customer already knows
what is that he/she wants, for example - a camera, diapers, a book etc.
When we go to Amazon, we know what we want, the brands that are
offering that product, we know who is selling it, we know we’re getting
them at a good price and we know that it will be shipped to us quickly. It’s
all that matters.
As good as this shopping experience may sound, there is a limitation to it.
It doesn’t work when the customer doesn’t have a desire. That’s why this
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kind of shopping experience doesn’t work in Fashion, especially if you’re a
start-up brand and no one knows you.
But many Fashion Retailers are offering Amazon-like shopping experience
to their customers, ie - Search focussed and making it easier for their
customers to buy on their website, which is good; but they don’t realize
that they also need to create the desire for the brand and their products.
Yes, this desire can be created. We will cover that in coming chapters.
For now, I just want you to remember the fundamental difference between
selling a camera and a luxury handbag. You can not sell a handbag like you
would sell a camera. This difference comes from the inherent nature of the
Fashion. In Fashion, you need to create the desire in your customers to
own your products and be part of your brand before you show them ‘Add
to cart’ button.
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Emotional Ecommerce

To create an emotional experience on your website, you have to give your customers
an environment in which they can discover, collaborate and then transact. For this,
you need to know the emotional ‘triggers’ relevant to your brand and include them in
your marketing material and shopping experience.
Mood pinboards: S tart out with emotional research. Study and run a thorough analysis of the demographics
and psychographics of your brand. You have to know things, such as: the taste of your customers, their
interests, their likes and dislikes, pain etc. And also identify what are the things that elicit an emotional
response from your customers. Go ahead create mood pinboards of images that can create that emotional
experience; it can be simple things such as — bright colors, rain, love, flowers, morning sunshine, water, art,
kids, women, architecture, mountains, lakes etc.

To collect all this data, you can use instruments such as: quiz, customer reviews,
contests, customer return feedback, general feedback, chat sessions, vendor feedback
forms etc.
But don’t over engineer. Data can be wisely used to create a convenient shopping
experience for your customers and even know their emotional triggers but don’t over
engineer. Once you have all the emotional intelligence about your customers, you
need people who have the ability to use that intelligence with their natural creativity
to create a romance around your website’s online shopping experience.
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“You might have to take the role similar to a film director, wherein he controls a
film’s artistic and dramatic aspects, and visualizes the script while guiding the
technical crew and actors to make us laugh, cry or scream in terror.”
Here are some of the human emotions that you can use while designing the
emotional aspect of your website’s shopping experience:
1. Intrigue and mystery — Use these emotions in your marketing material
If you can create marketing material (facebook ads, emails, etc) that elicits a
feeling of intrigue and mystery in your potential customers, not only these
emotions improve your ‘Click through rate’ but also make people who land on
your online store curious to explore and be receptive to the messages and
stories you have to tell them on your website.
2. Desire and aspiration — Use these emotions in your website content
Once a user lands on your website, your content (UI, banners, product images,
lookbook images) should create a feeling of desire and aspiration in your
customers to be part of something larger than the brand and products which
can be a certain lifestyle, idea, community, taste, motivation etc.
3. Urgency and fear — Use these emotions in your call to actions
The call to action text, links and images on your website should trigger the
emotions of urgency (and even fear) in your customers to provoke a fear of
missing out an opportunity. These emotions can help you keep your cart
abandonment rate in check.
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4. Trust & Comfort— Use these emotions on about, contact pages
Your customers want to know what’s behind the promise. Who’re the people
running the show? What is their story? Can they be trusted? How do they
look? Where are they coming from? Your content on the about and contact
pages should answer all these questions so that you can generate a feeling of
trust and transparency in your customers.
5. Surprise and laughter —
 Use these emotions on social
Everyone wants to be happy and make others feel the same. If you can create
marketing material that surprises people and make them laugh, you can ensure
that people will not only have a positive outlook about your brand but also
share, like and engage with your brand on social media.
This is obviously not an exhaustive list of human emotions. There are endless ways
how you can use human emotions to not only improve your website’s conversion rate
but to also ensure the long term success of your online brand.
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Stay new

We see how unorganized many retailers are when it comes to launching their new
collection. To them launching a new collection is all about uploading/adding new
products to their store and updating banners. What a big waste it is if you’re adding
new products and your customers are not noticing them, they might feel that they’re
shopping from unsold stock. If you launch a new collection, plan it, celebrate it.
❖ Update your blog on a regular basis with rich editorial content.
❖ For all the new content, offers you add to your website, make sure you update
banners on a regular basis
❖ Stay active on your core social media channels. Keep sharing new content
there so that your customers see you as an active brand.
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Use your about page

Online shoppers today are super smart. They want to be able to connect with the
brand and know what’s behind the promise before they make a buying decision.
That’s why your about page is one of the most important informational touch-points
on your website. Just go and check your Google Analytics stats. You will be surprised
to know that most of your first visit customers check your about page before making
a purchase. Your shop’s about page is the perfect place to let potential customers,
fans, press know what you and your brands are made
There is no single formula to create a great about page because it depends entirely on
your brand but here are three important elements of a great about page is - you, your
creativity & your space.
● You: Customers want to know with whom they are dealing with and they
appreciate transparency. People who’re selling behind the scene need to be
excited and their the business and it must show on the website. That’s why you should look to show visitors the people behind the brand who are running
the show. Tell them your story on your ‘about’ page. Show the pictures and a
small biography of your team. Seeing a picture of company founder(s) turns
you from an abstract concept into a living brand.
● Your Creativity: Show them the craftsmanship behind the product and the
brand. Show your customers how you work and what makes you so different
from other companies. Show your passion for your work and the sheer effort
that goes into each piece that you’re selling on your website.
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● Your Space: F
 eel free to show off a bit. Show photos of you and your core
team working in your workspace. When your customers look at your
workspace, your factory, office, they start trusting you more. If your space
reflects your style, this can be a great glimpse into your creativity.
Other things that you can include on your about page:
❖ A paragraph on company philosophy & beliefs
❖ A paragraph on the origin of the brand
❖ A high quality image showing making of your product
❖ A high quality image showing craftsmanship behind the product
❖ A call to action 'shop now' button that links to the homepage
❖ Brand's USPs, differentiation factors and strengths
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Build Momentum

When was it that you launched a new collection on your website? I am asking you
about ‘launching’ a new ‘collection’. I am not saying when did you last uploaded new
products to your online store. Silently uploading 10 new products to your website is
not launching a new collection.
When you launch a new collection on your website, you do things such as:
❖ you buy a specific style of products with a particular theme in mind
❖ you invest in content required to present the collection – photography,
copywriting, graphic designing etc.
❖ you present the collection on your website’s homepage loudly
❖ you create lookbook for the new collection
❖ you announce the launch of a collection via. social media & emails
So let me ask you again – when was it when you launched a new collection on your
website. If your answer is never or more than 3 months ago, maybe you’re struggling
with rotating your inventory. Not being able to move your stock can be a huge
problem because when you’re unable to rotate your old/current stock, you obviously
can’t buy new stock because all your money is stuck in the current stock.
When you start out your season, all your stock is fresh. As the time passes some will
sell, some won’t. After some time (let’s stay 1 month), the sold stock is replaced by
‘some’ newer, fresher stock. The unsold stock remains, it isn’t so appealing now.
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By the third month, of course, the old stock is noticeably still there. At this point,
because of the old inventory, your overall stock becomes unappealing and irrelevant
to the returning visitor.
Profitable businesses thrive on repeat orders and if you’re unable to move your stock,
it can have a direct impact on your website’s repeat orders. Your revenue will remain
low and consequently you won’t be able to afford new stock, even to replace the
previously sold inventory.
Thus the consequence of failing to effectively rotate your inventory is bigger than
what you think, especially in fashion because fashion is all about staying new. If you
can’t rotate your stock, your brand starts to look outdated to your customers. When
the visitors find same products on your website everyday, they feel they’re buying
from a deadstock. It completely defeats your whole idea of being in the business of
Fashion. Like I said, Fashion by its nature means changing and staying current with
what’s new.
For most fashion retailers, bad buying decisions and especially buying excess
inventory is mostly responsible for inventory becoming stale in the subsequent. You
should plan your aggregate inventory very carefully.

Keep your first buy small
If you’re working with a new vendor who is offering great design, quality & price,
don’t place a big order without getting the opinion of your customers. First, place a
small order and put it on your website to see how quickly it gets sold out before
committing to a bigger order.
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Don’t be too reactive to customer demands
Listening to customers is good but don’t be too reactive to customer’s demand for
adding a new category to your store. Be selective with what you want to sell. Be
thoughtful, see if the new product category in sync with the core of your brand.

Use strategic discounts to get rid of unsold stock
Remember that, often stock rotation is more important than short term profits in the
business of fashion. Use discounts to get rid of dead-stock as soon as you can. It helps
in keeping your inventory moving. Organize clearance sale every month (you can
offer 10 – 25% discount) and heavier discount (in the range of 40 – 75%, no returns)
twice every year to clear the remaining dead stock and keeping your inventory and
overall brand experience as new as possible.

Highlight the new stock
If you’re doing everything right to get your inventory moving but you’re not
communicating it to your customers, your brand will still not look that new. Your
new products should not go unnoticed by your returning visitors. Start
communicating with your customers with the help of new banners and look books of
the new collection. Announce it to your subscribers and people who’re following
your brand on social media. Train them to expect something new each time they visit
your store. They should feel the urge to come back to your website regularly to see
what’s new.
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Sell your dead stock on flash sale websites & online marketplaces
If the dead stock inventory is too big to move from the website or if you want to
liquidate inventory in bulk, contact flash sale websites and get them to quickly move
your unsold stock.
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Social Media Promotion
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Don’t sell on Social Media, seduce

Let’s talk about intentions. If you look at the social media feed of a socially
‘unsuccessful’ brand, you will notice that 70-90% of their social media posts are
product pictures. They are using Instagram for selling and it’s a bad approach
especially when you haven’t built a sizable audience yet.
If you create a post to sell your product, your social media account will fall flat on its
face. Why? Because people don’t go to Instagram to buy stuff. To buy, they go to
places such as Amazon, eBay and other bigger ecommerce stores they already trust.
They go to Instagram to kill their time getting entertained, seduced, inspired or
educated. As a Fashion brand, you should be most interested in seduction, as your
role is to seduce people on Instagram and not to sell them. I like to call this
pre-selling, wherein you gently seduce your followers on Instagram and remind them
to go and check out your website, so that when they land on the website they are
‘pre-sold’. This way, you can use Instagram to create a ‘want’ for your brand and
products.
You pre-sell customers on your Social Media every day until they can’t resist going to
your website and place an order. You use Social Media to ‘create’ interest and a
website to ‘hold’ interest and facilitate the purchase.
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Treat each post like a campaign

There is a problem in calling Instagram post just a ‘post’. Why? Because the word post
is too generic. It encourages people to post just for the heck of posting. They post just
because they think that posting thrice in a day would give them more followers and
more engagement.
There is a better word – CAMPAIGN! Why is campaign a better word? Because a
campaign has a clear message and a defined objective. If you have any experience in
creating Facebook ads, you will be able to relate with this. To create an ad, Facebook
ad manager first asks you to create a campaign and select campaign objective – clicks,
traffic, conversions, engagement, etc. It makes sense there because an advertiser
spends money on those ads and an advertiser would only give your money to achieve
a specific outcome. But then why do we call a free post a post? See it from this angle.
When you or your social media team (in-house or outsourced), spends time on
writing a post; that time has a direct or indirect cost or opportunity cost. These posts
are actually paid and not free. Then why would you publish an objective-less post?
Treat each post like a campaign and you will automatically start pushing for a better
idea to achieve your o
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Do it like a stand-up comedian

As an agency, when we started calling our client’s Instagram post campaign, it
completely shifted our mindset. The biggest shift was in terms of ideation. We
stopped posting aimlessly and started working on ideas for our clients. Even if we had
to wish followers Merry Christmas, we used to think of ideas to maximize
engagement? Every post we publish now has an editorial idea and the objective is
engagement.
To ensure engagement, we test different ideas. We constantly learn – what are people
engaging with and what’s falling flat. Do they engage with topics related to
breastfeeding or gay rights, or influencer stories? It’s like being a stand-up comedian.
You learn from what makes people laugh and what falls flat so that when you go to
your next show, you use your previous experience to land more punches and less
misses.
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Use Instagram to build an image

The real power social media channel provides you is that it enables you to build an
image, even if it’s currently far from reality. It enables you to build an image that
people want to relate with. An image that people will take pride in associating. It’s
what fashion and beauty brands such as Glossier and Revolve do. They use social
media to build an image.
Now, let’s try to break down the key elements of a brand’s social media image.
Social Media Identity – Doesn’t matter how good your brand logo is, if it doesn’t
appeal people as your Instagram profile picture, you’ve already lost the biggest
opportunity of making the good first impression. A good bio picture evokes curiosity
in a new prospect.

Product packaging
You will inevitably show your products in your social media posts, and how these
products look in your Instagram visuals largely dictates whether users will go to your
website and know more about the product. So if you want your followers to go to
your website, you must make sure that your product is presented with nice
packaging. A product that sets an expectation of an amazing experience.
Lifestyle Visuals – Of course, the visuals including the pictures of the lifestyle that
you’re trying to project in your Instagram feed, using your brand’s colors, the tone of
voice and other branding elements.
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Follow a theme and be consistent

Anything and everything you post on your Instagram should belong to the same
family. In the feed, a user should be able to recognize your post without even looking
at your profile picture or name, because of its signature look and feel. While working
with clients, we create a new theme every month mixing promotions with new
editorial content ideas based on our audience study. So while we might have a new
content theme, the visual consistency remains the same even if we’re talking about a
different topic.
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Don’t outsource your Instagram to a pure marketing agency

We, the social media users have graduated from Search Engines (Google, Yahoo,
MSN, etc) to Social Media channels such as Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, etc. Most
of us, especially the skillful marketers, haven’t completely adopted this change yet.
We’re struggling to understand that unlike Search Engines that run on the algorithm,
a social media platform such as Instagram runs on human emotions. Not that
Instagram doesn’t have an algorithm; but the algorithm of Instagram runs around the
basic human emotions. When a marketer cracks a search algorithm and ranks a
website high, the same marketer fails to crack the emotions to rank their post more
exposure on Instagram. Why? Because most digital marketers don’t have the creative
skills of an artist to create something that touches human emotions.

AND That’s why millennial influencers are more successful on Social Media. They
didn’t have any old habits and they didn’t have to adapt the marketing style from the
old to new. They are content focussed by-default.
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Data gathering
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How can you make your customers fall in love with your brand? Before we get into
answering this question, let’s remind ourselves that these customers we are talking
about are all humans. To make a human fall in love with you, the most important
thing is to make them feel that you know them. The same rule applies to your
business. This basic human nature of the desire to be listened to largely dictates the
success of your brand. If you want to make your customers fall in love with your
brand, you must make them feel that you know them.
This is where customer data comes in to play. As a Fashion retailer, you need to
deeply understand the importance of collecting customer data-related to their
experience with your products and overall shopping experience on your online store.
Remember, ordinary businesses are built on a hunch; and if you want to build a truly
amazing brand, you have to master data. There is only so far you can go if you’re
feeding them content, marketing messages and offering them to buy your products
based on your hunch. You will find yourself riding too much on your luck.
Apart from the marketing benefits, this data can also play an important role in
inventory management. You can use data to make intelligent inventory buying
decisions. You can feed data back into your product’s design and manufacturing
process and take a more calculated risk while investing in mass-production of certain
products.
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Offer a personalized shopping experience
When customers register on your store, they give you a consent to collect their
personal information. It’s then up to you how you use the information wisely to
enrich customer’s experience. When a user registers to your store, treat him or her as
a member and not just a user. Come-up with innovative ways to use this information
to provide a personalized shopping experience.
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Chats & Surveys

If you're serious about creating a lifetime customer value, you have to know your
customers closely. You have to keep looking for creative ways to collect information
about them. One of the effective ways of doing that is to survey them.

True&Co collects customer's shopping preference in the form of Quiz in order to give them
personalized shopping experience and product recommendations.
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What would convince you to buy from <your brand name> more often?
Lower Price
Loyalty Program
More Product Variety
Better Product Pictures or Description
Better Website Design
Mobile Application
Other (let us know) lot of users will give you out of the box ideas and feedback

Enable live chat & customer feedback
Once you have collected enough data using Qualaroo (you can use 3rd party service
such as Olark), you need an on-going way to collect feedback from your customers.
Enabling live chat and offering your customers an online feedback form can ensure a
constant flow of customer experience data. You can use this data in all walks of your
business, including - product sourcing, logistics, website improvement etc.

Capture emails from the footer
You have worked hard to bring these prospects to your website, you can’t let them go
without taking an action. If a visitor didn’t make a purchase now, it does not mean
that he/she is not a good prospect for the future.
Since homepage is usually the top landing page for new visitors on your store, it’s
important that you prompt users to subscribe to your mailing list on your homepage
itself. You can do this by showing an email sign-up form in the footer of your
website.
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Entry pop-up email sign-up form
Show a splash pop-up to a user and make user subscribe for various benefits. Make
sure you use nice graphics in the pop-up and show them the benefits of signing-up
such as – discount coupon code on their first purchase.

Entry pop-ups are obtrusive yet effective. Cuyana.com’s entry pop-up email sign-up form
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Net Promoter Score (NPS)

We know that it’s far too economical to hold-on to existing the customers you
already gave than it is to find new ones. Let’s now talk about how you can use Email
Marketing for customer retention.

Know your Net Promoter Score (NPS)
Reichheld developed the NPS methodology, to segment customers by asking them the
single question that is predictive of their value to the organization

“On a scale of zero to 10, how likely are you to refer to a friend or colleague?”
The answers customers provide are classified as follows:
0 – 6 = “Detractors”
7 – 8 = “Passives”
9 – 10 = “Promoters”
The easiest way to run this campaign is using following SurveyMonkey template.
The NPS is calculated by subtracting the percentage of respondents that are labeled
“Detractors” from the percentage of respondents that are labeled “Promoters”:
% of Promoters – % of Detractors = NPS
Net Promoter Score can range anywhere from -100 to 100.
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Treat the respondents who give you a score of 9 or 10 as VIPs. Send them special
offers, personalized content and go an extra mile to keep these people happy as they
are not only your valued customers but also best promoters of your business.
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Know your top customers and treat them as VIPs

Once you know who your best customers are, treat them as a VIP. Reward them with
loyalty gifts in the form of add-on services and exclusive offers. Help them buy more
and reward them to promote your brand in their network.

Segment your customers according to purchase behavior
Purchase behavior of a customer is extremely useful in predicting future behaviour.
We recommend Windsorcircle as an automation platform to help you keep your
customers through data-driven, personalized and automated customer loyalty
programs leveraging your existing eCommerce and email marketing software.
Their platform is based on RFM analysis for customer segmentation.
– R1 – Give recency rank (recency since last purchase) – score of x/4
– F1 – Frequency Rank (how many times customer bought) – score of x/4
– M1 -Monetary Rank (how much they bought) – score of x/4
The goal of RFM Analysis is to segment customers based on buying behaviour. You
need to understand the historical actions of individual customers for each RFM
factor. We then rank customers based on each individual RFM factor and finally pull
all the factors together to create RFM segments for targeted marketing.
So the best customer in this example would be R1M1F1 (111 are best customers).
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For more information on their services and RFM analysis you can check their website
or t his white paper:
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Conclusion
Fashion and the Internet change fast but it’s still quite possible to stay ahead of the
curve. Companies such as Glossier and other digital-driven fashion brands, selling
clothing directly to the consumer at high gross margins, without fixed retail costs and
above all - low customer acquisition cost because of Social Media. These companies
are targeting the new age Internet generation while taking a dramatically different
approach. They have re-defined fashion retail. They sell more than just clothes, they
sell online fashion experience.
With the power of curated content, these companies have become a stamp of
approval for their customers for fashion discovery. These new wave fashion retail
companies share a common trait; they are tech savvy and understand how to leverage
the 'new' internet and especially social media as a marketing & distribution channel.
One thing is sure, it will not be easy. But the fact that you have purchased this guide
to learn Fashion E-commerce from its core means you are part of the smaller fraction
of fashion retailers who really care to learn the rules of the game before breaking
them.
When I created this guide, I hoped that if I combine all my knowledge and experience
down into one useful resource — one that broke today’s building blocks of Fashion,
E-commerce & Marketing, it would make e-commerce scene seem a little less
daunting to startup retailers.
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I promise, the investment you have made in familiarizing yourself with the ins and
outs of fashion ecommerce will pay off, now and in the future. Use the information in
this guide to your advantage, you’ll instantly be leagues ahead of most of the
e-commerce pack. Just stick to the basics of business & fashion and use the Internet
creatively to always stay ahead.

Yours Sincerely,
Pulkit Rastogi
Founder & CEO at I Love Fashion Retail
Email: pulkit@ilovefashionretail.co
Twitter: @ilovefashionret
We design Shopify websites and run digital marketing
campaigns for growing Fashion labels.
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